
STAR WARS 
Episode 8 
The Last Jedi 

A fragile peace hangs over a Galaxy tired of war and divided between the NEW REPUBLIC and 
the FIRST ORDER. 

For years now the Republic has secrely supported a RESISTENCE movement, hoping to disrupt 
and collapse the First Order from within. 

Meanwhile pirates in strange spacecraft raid Republic ships and worlds near the border.  The ace 
pilot POE DAMERON leads his black squadron into battle hoping to learn the pirates' origins 
once and for all...       

 Intro created at: https://brorlandi.github.io/StarWarsIntroCreator/ 

 

Camera pans across space to an exchange between x-wings and a new spacecraft roughly the 
same size.  The x-wings are Poe Dameron and the black squad.  A moderate-sized Republic 
capital ship oversees the battle.  We see ALIEN CAPTAIN, a new character, talking and 
commanding the battle.  Some of the ships are damaged, but nothing lasting before the pirates 
escape into hyperspace, Poe & squad pursuing. 

ELSEWHERE 

We open on a planet surface.  Captain Phasma comes into frame, leading some stormtroopers 
and a group of children, around 8-14 years old, to a transport vehicle. The children board then 
she assigns one of the troopers to go inside while two others go up front to drive.  She tells them 
she’ll meet them at the spaceport.  The vehicle takes off and goes for a few blocks when there is 
an attack. A sniper shot kills the driver.  The 2nd trooper gets out and tries to shoot back but is 
quickly gunned down by a couple of resistance fighters.  One of them is an ALIEN REBEL and 
the other’s face is obscured by a helmet.  That one goes to the back and opens it up, stunning the 
trooper guarding the children with a sci-fi tazer.  It climbs into the back and removes its helmet, 
revealing Finn!  He is older and more scarred now.  His right eye is cybernetic now, meaning the 
former Stormtrooper becomes the man who never misses. (meta-irony!)  Finn is good with the 
kids, being friendly and helping them remain calm while his partner drives the vehicle away. 

They don’t get far before the transport rocks from another attack.  Finn climbs up to a gunner’s 
nest port on the roof and looks back.  He sees a Knight of Ren pursuing them on a hoverbike, the 
Knight’s lightsaber glowing red. Finn shoots at the knight but the lightsabers deflect.  We have a 
bit of a car chase through the alien streets with Finn trying everything to stop the pursuit like 
making obstacles but the knight just goes around.  Finally he pulls off a trick shot, knocking an 
object into the knight, causing it to crash. 

The resistance reaches a landing pad where we see the Millennium Falcon waiting.  A voice over 
the comm tells them to hurry up.  Finn gives the unconscious stormtrooper to his friend and the 
alien leads the children on board the Falcon while carrying him.  Finn is watching the area when 
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Phasma arrives. They engage in a strained gun fight, neither wanting to risk hurting the children. 
Finn has a chance at a kill shot, but hesitates, letting Phasma wound his arm.  Finn scrambles on 
board the Falcon and it flies away right as the Knight of Ren shows up to watch it leave.  Phasma 
makes a comment as she pulls out a communicator. 

ON BOARD THE FALCON 

Finn is putting away his weapons into a locker while he talks with his partner.  The alien 
comments that was closer than ever and is concerned that Finn has been pushing himself too 
hard.  They are interrupted by LANDO M-F- CALRISSIAN who comes walking back from the 
cockpit.  Chewie shouts something from there and Finn replies, revealing that he’s learned the 
wookie’s language in the time between movies.  Lando talks with Finn and through it the 
audience learns that Lando inherited the Falcon after Han’s death and couldn’t stay in retirement.  
In fact he’s always been the one to help Finn like this.  Finn deflects everybody’s interest in him 
by bringing up the stormtrooper they kidnapped and hoping the Resistance has better luck this 
time. 

AT THE BAD GUY PLACE 

The camera cuts to a meeting General Hux is having with some representatives of the New 
Republic. (preferably a human and 2 aliens)  Both sides have 2 soldiers (stormtroopers in Hux’s 
case) standing guard, Hux also has a knight of Ren standing just behind him.  The NR reps bring 
up the attacks by pirates on their borders.  He brings up that several children across his territory 
have been kidnapped.  Both sides deny any involvement.  His comm beeps and Hux excuses 
himself.  Stepping outside the chamber, he activates his comm and we see it is Phasma 
contacting him.  She informs him that Finn took several of “her children,” including one in 
uniform.  Hux doesn’t seem that concerned about her feelings and instead demands to know 
certain details.  She provides them, then he tells her to ready the fleet.  He returns to the meeting 
and explains that he must cancel the talks as 20 children of his citizens were taken and he must 
investigate the matter immediately. 

NRR: “We hope you find them.” 

Hux: “Indeed. If evidence proved that you were responsible, not even I could quell the people’s 
rage and bloodlust.” 

He then departs, a crafty smile on his face. 

BACK WITH THE RESISTANCE 

We see an ALIEN DOCTOR operating on Finn’s cybernetic eye with the aid of a medical droid.  
The doc is friendly and warns Finn about overexerting himself, but Finn just demands for the 
thing to work.  Finally the doc stands back and tells Finn to give that a try.  Finn stands up, and 
steps over to a shooting gallery.  Three remote droids hover into the range.  Finn pulls out his 
blaster in his right hand and shoots at them, just barely missing all three times.  The doc makes a 
few tweaks.  Finn tries again and this time he hits all 3 targets exactly.  He then demands the 



advance program.  A half dozen remotes hover into the gallery.  Finn pulls out a second blaster 
in his left hand and starts shooting.  The remotes fire back but Finn dodges while hitting all six. 

Poe walks in and compliments Finn’s shooting.  Finn greets his friend.  They share a moment, 
catching up on their adventures (and likewise – the audience).  Poe explains that he tried to track 
the pirates but eventually lost track of them.  Finn talks about rescuing the children and mentions 
they captured a stormtrooper the Resistance was going to try deprogramming. They are 
interrupted by Lando, Chewie, Leia, and the Alien Captain walking into the combat training 
room.  Finn wonders what’s going on and Leia tells him about their efforts to get the children 
back to their families or into new ones.  He knows there’s something else so Leia admits that all 
their efforts to free the stormtrooper failed.  Lando says he’ll take the stormtrooper to Luke but 
Finn demands to go as well.  Lando asks why and Finn says if the Resistance can’t do anything 
to help his brothers, then he will learn how to from someone who can.  Leia tries to say that’s not 
how the Force works but Lando interrupts her and agrees.  As he, Finn, and Chewie leave, Leia 
and the alien captain stop Poe. 

Leia: “Mr. Dameron, I’m afraid I have another secret mission for you.” 

MEANWHILE AT JEDI ISLAND 

We find Rey training by dueling with Luke.  Her movements are more dramatic as she uses the 
weapon with two hands while Luke (using only one hand) looks like he’s barely moving his 
green lightsaber.  While they duel, Luke speaks about the Force – teaching her.  His sayings 
sound similar to what Yoda would say, but tweaked by his experience. It culminates with Luke 
explaining that the Force can be in subtle as well as obvious.  He then shifts the ground under her 
feet, causing her to fall and lose the duel.  She make a comment as he helps her to her feet, and 
Luke replies that a true Jedi is never done, they are always seeking to better understand the 
Force.  He then mentions they have guests as the Millennium Falcon files overhead. 

After the Falcon lands, out walks Finn, Lando, and Chewbacca who is carrying the unconscious 
stormtrooper. Lando and Luke have some friendly banter. Finn is a bit of wet blanket, asking 
them to free the Stormtrooper’s mind. Luke agrees and has the stromtrooper laid out.  He places 
his hand on the trooper’s forehead (in the same manner as Obi-Wan in E4) – beat – but nothing 
happens.  Luke pulls off the trooper’s helmet before Lando can say anything and reveals to 
everyone that the trooper looks just like Finn!  Finn stands there in total shock and Lando 
explains that the First Order seems to be using clones.  Luke says the Dark Side infuses the 
clone’s being but he will try again.  After monumental effort, the trooper sits up and asks what’s 
going on. 

Lando talks to the poor, confused soldier while Rey and Chewie leads Finn to just out of sight to 
talk with him.  Rey asks what should be done with this guy.  Finn takes a second before he 
realizes they are asking him; he is the only one who was in this situation before.  Chewie speaks 
and Finn replies that he knows his intel was previously of great help to the Resistance.  Rey says 
Finn2 might be able to show them where the cloning facility is.  Finn refuses.  He doesn’t regret 
his choices but it isn’t an easy life.  He’d like for Finn2 to have the life he can’t.  Rey touches his 



shoulder and goes to tell the others while Chewie gives Finn a hug.  Finn pretends to hate it and 
tell the “furball” to let go.   

Rey tells Lando & Luke of the decision.  Lando says he knows just the place where anybody can 
get a new life.  Lando & Chewie leave with Finn2, Luke biding them farewell.  Then he notices 
Finn is still there.  Finn reveals that he’s staying and is going to learn to free minds like Luke 
does.  Luke tells Finn he’s wasting his time. 

MEANWHILE WITH THE BAD GUYS 

Hux is looking proud standing on the bridge of his ship as it hurtles through hyperspace.  He 
turns around where Phasma is standing behind him. 

Hux: “Are you ready?” 

Phasma nods. “We will make them pay for taking my children.” 

Hux smiles. 

We then see Hux’s ship emerge from hyperspace.  One by one, other ships do as well.  Hux 
orders the ships into position. 

In the Resistance base, Alien Rebel comments to General Leia that there was a sensor “blip.”  
Suspicious, Leia puts the base on alert.  

[SHIP] Hux is told everyone’s in position.  He takes a deep breath, then declares “attack.” 

[BASE] The resistance shits a brick when the FO fleet suddenly comes onto their screens.  Leia 
comments that it’s like Hoth as she orders evacuation.  Alien Rebel points out the FO fleet has 
them surrounded.  Leia asks for a diagram and studies it as Alien Rebel claims there’s no route 
they can take without being shot down. Leia declares there is a flaw in the formation and she’ll 
make an opening using the base’s ion cannon. 

Alien Rebel says Leia needs to leave but she replies that someone has to stay behind to aim – and 
she is ready to join her husband.  The rebel hesitates, then bids farewell to Leia as it joins the 
evacuation. A convoy of ships take off from the Resistance base, led by several different fighters. 
Tie-fighters swarm out from the star destroyers.  Leia takes aim and fires.   

[SHIP] A tech on board reports that [star destroyer name] has been disabled, there is a gap in the 
blockade. 

Hux: “As expected.  Deploy the net.” 

[SPACE]As the resistance ships are nearing the opening, a couple of smaller ships suddenly 
emerge from hyperspace in front of them.  Tie-fighters emerge from the new arrivals, catching 
the resistance ships by surprise.  Most of them are disabled or shot down, but a few manage to 
escape to hyperspace. 

[SHIP]Hux: “Tell Phasma to prepare her teams for landing and to bring me survivors.” 



NIGHT ON JEDI ISLAND 

It is night and Rey is wandering around outside.  She goes to a secluded part of the island and 
finds Finn sitting there with the stormtrooper armor.  Rey comes over and they have a bit of a 
conversation, making small talk about the weather and approaching rain.  She teases out of him 
that it’s his therapy to dismantle the trooper armor – violently if necessary.  He emphasizes this 
by tearing open a compartment and stripping it of usable electronics.  Finn then picks up the 
helmet and starts working on it as he reflects on how he had a life of discipline and duty, but now 
lives free.  Rey points out that she once had a free life, but now lives one of discipline and duty 
to the Force. 

Finn: “Am I a clone?”  

Rey: “Does it matter?” 

Finn: “Hard to imagine your entire life was a lie.” 

Rey: “No.  It’s not a lie.  That other stormtrooper didn’t save those children – you did.  You are 
not less because of anybody else.” 

Finn: “Then why won’t Luke train me?  Can he?  Is the Force… different with clones?” 

Rey: “The Force is with all life, clone or otherwise.  Luke just… he hasn’t even trained me on 
the mental abilities of the Force.” 

Finn: “Why?” 

Rey: “Because the last student I taught those abilities to, was Kylo Ren.” 

Finn: “What?  I thought Snoke was his teacher—” 

Rey: “He says Snoke hasn’t taught Kylo anything.  Apparently Kylo – or Jacen Solo as he was 
known at the time – was especially skilled.  Between his talent and his famous family, he didn’t 
have many friends in the Jedi academy.  He spent a lot of time alone.  Until he eventually found 
one friend.”   

[SILENT FLASHBACK] We see a young Kylo and a blonde girl around 8-10 laughing and 
having fun as they run around a temple. At one point he uses the Force to make her stuffed 
animal float and dance – she’s very happy about it. 

[NOW] Finn: “What happened?” 

Rey: “Luke won’t say much, but apparently shortly after Jacen started learning the ways of the 
mind, some bullies attacked him and…” 

[SILENT FLASHBACK] Older, young tweens Kylo is going around the Jedi Academy with two 
kids close to his age following.  One of them has red hair in a familiar style.  The other, maybe 
an alien. 

[NOW] Finn: “Kylo ‘made’ them behave?” 



Rey: “Eventually with the other students… Kylo converted those who didn’t join him into his 
Knights of Ren.” 

Finn: “Luke doesn’t want to risk it happening again.” 

Rey: “In the mind, the divisions between the Light and Dark side of the Force are never clearer, 
nor the line thinner.” 

Finn is about to reply but then finally gets the helmet open and finds something that shouldn’t be 
in there.  He holds it up for Rey to see and they both realize it’s a tracking device. 

The two of them scramble back to the shelter to tell Luke.  As thunder rolls in and it begins to 
rain.  It’s a mad frantic as Rey tries to grab what she can and Finn prepares his guns.  Luke is 
weirdly serene saying only that the Force will be with them.  In the middle of their efforts, the 
island lights up.  About a half-dozen ships are hovering around the island, their lights 
illuminating everything.  Kylo’s voice echoes in the night air as he demands Skywalker.  Luke 
steps out of the shelter, Rey follows a step behind him. 

From the ships, Knights of Ren emerge and jump onto the island, with Kylo being the last. 

Kylo: “Time for the final lesson, Skywalker.” 

He ignites his lightsaber and the other knights do as well.  Rey is about to switch on her 
lightsaber but Luke waves for her to wait. 

Luke: “Don’t do this, Jacen. Don’t make me kill you.” 

Kylo: “Leave the empty threats.  You had your chance the last time we fought, yet this is all you 
left me with.”  

While talking Kylo removes his helmet.  When he finishes, we see his face and the scar that cuts 
across it. 

Kylo: “And that eats at you, doesn’t it?  You didn’t fail as a teacher, but as a warrior. You should 
have killed me, but you couldn’t do that to your own kin. Which is worse? The guilt over your 
failure, or you self-hatred over that guilt?” 

The knights all charge forward without Kylo.  Luke withdraws his green lightsaber and meets 
them in the field.  A kick-ass fight scene begins where Luke is all but toying with the Knights.  
Rey follows, switching on her blue lightsaber, which Kylo notices.  He marches over to Rey who 
is handling a stray Knight quite well.  With the Force, Kylo tosses the Knight aside and attacks 
Rey.  

Brief aside in the hut where Finn is trying to radio from help on his comm while trying to get his 
blaster pistols out of his weapons locker. 

Back at the battle, Kylo is screaming at Rey that the weapon is not hers. She can handle him for 
just a minute but in his fury he pretty quickly overpowers her. Rather than let her hand get 
chopped off, Ren drops the weapon and falls backward. Kylo uses the Force to bring the 
lightsaber to him.  He lowers the weapons at Rey. 



Kylo: “Death is all that awaits any who follow Skywalker.” 

Finn emerges from hiding and fires a shot from his sniper rifle.  Kylo deflects it but with the 
brief distraction, Luke notices tosses his green lightsaber to Rey who catches it with the Force.  
Kylo notices and taunts Luke. 

Kylo: “What kind of Jedi throws away his weapon?” 

Luke: “The Force is my weapon. And a powerful one it is.” 

If the previous fight was kick-ass, this one cranks it to 11 with Luke making fools of his enemies 
using only the Force.  Lightsabers switch off before striking him.  Some stop just short of hitting 
him.  Sometimes he just dodges the blows like a kung fu master and sometimes he moves one to 
block another.  With barely a gesture he shoves the knights around or trips them up.  Rey and 
Finn both pause a second to watch in awe. 

BACK AT THE RESISTANCE BASE 

Phasma leads a sizable contingent of stormtroopers from a transport into what remains of the 
Resistance base after a bombardment.  She orders them to “search for survivors and bring them 
to me.” 

Phasma heads to the command room herself.  After looking around, she eventually finds Leia 
trapped under some rubble.  Phasma and Leia exchange taunts. i.e. “This never would have 
happened had you left my children alone.” –Phasma “Nor if you had left mine.” –Leia 

Phasma finally gets angry and shoots Leia at close range. 

BACK AT THE ISLAND 

Finn finally emerges from the shelter with his weapons locker on his back and his two pistols 
raised. He starts shooting – one of them lucky enough to nail a Knight with a headshot while the 
others deflect with their lightsabers. Finn shouts that they have to leave. Luke dodges in such a 
way that he ends up standing beside Rey and then launches a force blast that knocks Kylo and his 
Knights away.  Rey asks where can they go and Finn tells them a friend will be here soon and 
leads them towards where the Falcon had landed earlier. 

As they get closer to the landing zone, the Falcon flies in and lands. 

Suddenly Luke stops and doubles over.  A flash and his cry makes it clear that he just 
experienced Leia’s death.  The momentary distraction allows Kylo to stab Luke with his old blue 
lightsaber.  Rey screams out but Finn pulls her away.  A second later Luke explodes in a blast of 
the Force that knocks back Kylo and the knights.  Rey hears Luke’s voice, “run, Rey, run.”  They 
get on board the Falcon and it takes off.  Kylo, getting back on his feet, watches them leave as he 
lifts up Luke’s empty robes. 

On board the Falcon Lando mentions they are lucky he was still nearby after dropping off Finn2 
and got Finn’s request for help.  They reveal the stormtrooper had a tracking device.  They try to 
raise the Resistance base but seem to confirm it’s destroyed.  While they attempt this, another 



call comes in.  It’s Poe!  He is trying to deliver a report to General Leia. Lando delivers the news 
and requests the report. 

KAMINO PLANET (as seen in prequels) 

Poe is standing in a darkened, messy remains of the cloning facility Obi-Wan visited.  He tells 
Lando that he’s investigating Kamino, the planet behind the clones previously used by the 
Republic during the clone wars.  Poe reveals that it’s empty, it’s all gone and the cloners are all 
dead.  The camera pulls back to show us the bodies and gutted facility. 

Lando orders that they all need to regroup. 

BAD GUY BASE 

Kylo walks into a room where Hux and Phasma are waiting.  Hux & Kylo exchange congrats on 
successful mission.  Hux mentions the next battle coming soon and leaves.  There’s an awkward 
pause, and Kylo says he’s going to see Snooke.  Phasma asks him to wait.  She removes her 
helmet, revealing a blonde woman (and confirming for the audience she is the friend Kylo had in 
the flashbacks).  She says they found Kylo’s mom at the base.  Phasma killed her.  She begs for a 
response, for him to remove his mask.  Kylo (with his mask still on) says he is grateful Phasma 
freed him from his past.  She seems to want something more, but all he can do is touch her 
cheek, then leave. 

ACT 3 

ON THE MILLENNIUM FALCON 

The scene opens with Poe finishing up his report to everyone is gathered in the Falcon’s general 
purpose room.  Finn asks what does this all mean and Lando explains that it’s how the First 
Order is growing their manpower.  With the Resistance gone, the New Republic will have to 
fight the FO now before it grows too powerful.  Poe proposes blowing up the cloning facilities.  
Lando says it must be on a ship – it’s what he would do – and constantly moving.  So Poe should 
go to the New Republic and ready the fleet to move as soon as the ship is located.  How do they 
expect to find it?  Lando points out it would take a LOT of resources to make clones.  They have 
to find the supply lines.  Lando and Finn have been working in the underground for awhile. 

Jump cut to Lando, Finn, Chewbacca, and Rey walking into a seedy bar.  We see the remains of 
a bar fight (or even show the bar fight if we need the time) as Lando and Chewbacca are 
interrogating one alien left standing.  From their talk the audience learns this alien is a pirate, and 
probably one of the ones that have been attacking NR space.  They call Rey over and Lando 
plays up a routine about her being a Jedi and using the Force to make him talk – all the horrible 
things it does to the mind.  Rey plays the part and the subject begins blabbing.  The group 
eventually get what they want and depart. 

After they have left the scene, the subject pulls out a communicator. 

Alien Snitch: “I told them what you said to.” 

BAD GUY BASE 



Reveal that Hux is the one the snitch is talking to. 

Hux: “Good.  Consider your debt cleared.” 

Hux then tells some nearby officers to ready the fleet as the New Republic will be arriving soon.  
He gazes out the window at a MASSIVE ship with numerous smaller ones flying to and fro.  Its 
odd shape and size mark it as clearly the cloning vessel.  Phasma walks by and asks where Kylo 
is, Hux mentions training with Snoke in “processing” – which is on the vessel outside the 
window. 

Cut to a room of kids ages 8-12 (like the ones Finn rescued at the start of the film). Snoke and 
Kylo are walking down the rows of them, tapping their foreheads and infecting them with the 
Dark Side. At one child Kylo stops, his hand hovering over it.  Snoke asks if he found another.  
While Kylo is hesitating, Phasma arrives.  Kylo finally nods and declares “this one” and the child 
is taken away.  As the child goes by Phasma, she tells the child they are blessed and destined – 
all other children should be happy for them and jealous (really amp up the creepy mother vibe).  
Kylo asks Snoke whether Rey might join them as a knight of Ren. 

Snoke: “No, she is too infected by the light.  We have plenty of knights.”  

Both of them finish with the kids and enter another room where we see younger adults 
performing Dark Side rituals on cloning tubes.  Snooke tells Kylo to perform the lesson.  Kylo 
moves among the knights, speaking a lesson on the Force that is inverted from the one Luke told 
Rey earlier in the film. He also makes clear that the clones would take longer to grow without the 
Dark Side’s influence.   

Phasma watches all this – clearly uncomfortable but walks away, closing the door behind her. 

BACK ON THE FALCON 

Finn and Rey are sitting on the Falcon.  Finn brings up that all Lando’s talk in the bar gave him 
an idea: what if Rey tried mind tricks on Finn?  He was freed once before, maybe she can figure 
out what was done and learn from that.  Rey is reluctant at first but Finn insists.  He lays down 
on a table and she places her hands near his head.  She concentrates and we get a vision sequence 
of her experiencing his mind. 

Lando interrupts them to inform the fleet is ready, he’ll be a general leading the fighters – again.  
He takes a moment to toast his old friends and give Han, Luke and Leia a nice send off.  Finn, 
Rey, and Chewie echo it.  Then it’s time to begin.  After this last experience, Finn insists on 
going to the dorsal gunner position so Rey agrees and goes to the ventral gunner seat. 

EXT. SPACE 

The New Republic fleet all jump to hyperspace. 

FINAL SHOWDOWN 

The NR fleet emerges to find the FO fleet waiting for them.  There’s some trepidation but Lando 
insists they have to take this chance before they lose the cloning ship. 



On board the flagship, Hux, with Kylo and Phasma beside him, watches the NR fleet begin the 
attack.  Nearby, Snoke sits in a large throne-like chair and tells Hux to impress him. 

Hux: “Hm.  Seems they only sent about half their ships.  They must be holding back a second 
wave.” 

Lando orders black squadron to keep the target from leaving.  The Falcon and a few other larger 
vessels make a hole in the formation that allows Poe & his crew to fly through.  With 
concentrated fire, they disable the engines on the cloning ship. 

Hux hears the news and tells Kylo that it’s time for the knights to defend the kingdom. 

In the battle, ships larger than fighters emerge.  We see that they are the same vessels that the 
pirates were using at the beginning of the film.  A close up confirms that the knights of Ren are 
piloting the ships.  The ships get in formation and quickly bring down a medium NR cruiser.  
Poe notices them and demands a rematch.  Black squadron follows him on an attack run but the 
KoR ships scatter. 

Hux notices that Kylo seems to be stressing.  Snoke stands up and orders his apprentice to focus.  
Kylo says he can’t do it as he tears off his helmet and collapses.  Snoke comes over and begins 
berating Kylo.  Finally Hux sighs and says “enough.”  Pulling out his blaster, Hux shoots Snoke.  
Phasma stands there in total shock.  When some kind of Dark Side miasma begins flowing from 
Snoke to Kylo she demands to know what’s going on. 

Hux explains that Kylo was having such a hard time dealing with his defeat at the hand of Luke 
Skywalker, Hux got a half-baked clone and had Kylo pour the rage and frustration into it.  It 
worked too well and Kylo split his personality, his darker side animating Snoke.  The true lord of 
the Dark Side has been Kylo all along and without Snoke holding him back, Kylo will be as 
powerful as he was growing up.  The “reunification” finishes and Kylo stands up.  Talking with 
Hux the audience learns that he was another friend of Kylo when they were children – only he 
was never brainwashed, rather he’s been the one manipulating and convincing Kylo to do what 
he has been all this time.  Hux is far craftier than the audience knew and was holding back this 
entire time until the FO was ready. 

Through Kylo, the Knights of Ren have perfect coordination and their fighters regroup in the 
battle.  They tear through most of black squad then begin hitting the republic capital ships with 
devastating precision.  Hux tells Kylo the targets and then advances his star destroyers once Kylo 
has done his part. 

Lando comments that they’re getting slaughtered out here and Rey realizes the FO is using the 
Force.  She leaves her gunner seat and sits to meditate in the common room.  [possible humorous 
exchange where Finn asks, then repeats the answer to Lando]   

As she concentrates, the world fades away and we get a “dream realm” sequence where Rey 
confronts Kylo.  There is an exchange of temptation and taunting (maybe he even calls her the 
last Jedi).  The other Knights of Ren manifest in the realm and all of them begin to attack Rey.  
She’s driven to her knees.  Luke’s voice (or is it a memory?) reminds her that the Force can be 



subtle.  Rather than fighting them head on, Rey raises her hand and from it emits a burst of bright 
light. 

Kylo stumbles on the bridge and the Knights’ ships’ formation collapses.  Kylo reveals he’s 
blind.  A few of the Knights crash or are blown up.  Hux orders a retreat. 

Seeing the tide turn, and having Rey confirm, Lando has the 2nd half of the fleet brought to the 
battle.  The FO begins to withdraw as the NR ships press forward.  Hux orders for “thirty 
seconds” then has his ship (the last one) withdraw.  It does, leaving the cloning vessel alone.  
Rey senses something is wrong and tells Lando to pull back.  Before he can shout the orders, the 
cloning vessel explodes, obliterating the closest NR ships and crippling several more.  Lando 
surveys the damage and says they’ve won, but at a terrible cost. 

CODA – ?? 

• Hux supervises the construction of a SECOND (real) cloning ship. 
• Kylo talks with the Knights as their sights all start to return. 
• Phasma is finally given a moment alone with Kylo. 
• Lando & Poe are discussing tactics and plans over a galactic map. 
• Finn & Rey are talking.  She thinks she has a way to help, and to protect his mind so that 

he’ll never be enslaved again. 


